Installation of **Lighting Shelf Bracket**:

Draw a straight & horizontal line where you would like your shelf to be, and placing the bracket over that line, mark the alignment of the holes upon it.

**Note:** Use a No.5 drill-bit when drilling, if using the screws provided

Place the **LED lighting strip** inside the **plastic strip (A)**, then slide both onto the long edge of your glass (B). Once in place, make sure that both strips are flush with the glass edges, and that the power cable of the lighting strip is on the side you want it to be.

Now insert the glass in to the bracket, making sure it is **straight and aligned** neatly on both sides, before tightening the bolts on the brackets underside.

Make sure your lighting strips power cable is attached to the **LED Driver** provided, and not plugged into your mains socket directly!

**Note:** Make sure the LED Driver is put in a well ventilated place, so as to prevent unit over heating.

If you have any doubts about the electrical proceedings for your shelf, please **DO NOT** hesitate to contact us immediately for guidance!
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